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Inequality levels in Detroit are about the same as in the Philippine.
As we move into a spiky world dominated by cities, the winners and losers are becoming ever
clearer. Cities show dramatic geographic divides by class, and some American metros have
levels of inequality comparable to those in the poorest nations in the world. And the economic
crisis and Great Recession has only compounded this situation, according to a new report from
Pew’s Economic Mobility Project.
The study examines the effects of the crisis on people living in high- versus low-poverty
neighborhoods, based on the U.S. Census official poverty line definition of $21,203 for a family
of four in 2007. High-poverty neighborhoods are those where 30 percent or more of residents

live in poverty, while low-poverty neighborhoods have less than 10 percent of the population
living in poverty.
The chart below (from the study) shows the key demographic differences between high- and
low-poverty neighborhoods. The study finds that while "the Great Recession had devastating
impacts for families at every rung of the economic ladder," it hit especially hard at families in
high-poverty neighborhoods already "experiencing hard times before the recession hit, making
any additional losses that much more harmful to their economic prospects."

Chart courtesy of Pew's "Weathering the Great Recession: Did High-Poverty Neighborhoods Fare Worse?" [PDF]

Families in low-poverty neighborhoods lost more absolute wealth as a result of the Great
Recession — $135,281 compared to $29,778 for high-poverty neighborhoods. But this was
because families in low-poverty neighborhoods had more wealth to begin with. These losses to
high-poverty translated into a staggering 91 percent of their overall wealth compared to 47
percent for families in low-poverty neighborhoods (see the chart below).

Chart courtesy of Pew's "Weathering the Great Recession: Did High-Poverty Neighborhoods Fare Worse?" [PDF]

The report also finds that families in high-poverty neighborhoods were far less likely to be
employed during the Great Recession. In high-poverty communities, 26 percent were not
employed, more than double that (12 percent) in low-poverty neighborhoods.

For many families, housing is their largest storehouse of wealth. The housing collapse was the
biggest factor in wealth loss for Americans. Families in low-poverty neighborhoods were much
more likely to own their own homes — 70 percent of families in low-poverty neighborhoods
owned their homes compared to 36 percent in high-poverty areas — and thus saw the biggest
losses on their home equity. But homeowners in high-poverty neighborhoods were at much
greater risk of losing their homes. They were three times more likely to already be behind in their
mortgage payments and four times more likely to say they expected to be behind on their
payments in the future, according to the report.
Our economy, cities, and neighborhoods are becoming more divided and segmented by income
and class. This report provides powerful additional evidence that these differences matter —
hitting hardest at the economic status, security, and mobility of people in high-poverty
neighborhoods. The residents of our most disadvantaged communities are made even more
vulnerable by harsh downtowns in the economy.
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